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Art 
Fourth Grade 

Standard Standard Description  Learning Targets / I Can Statements 

4-I-1-A Create light, medium and dark values using pencil. ➢ I can create light, medium and dark values using pencil. 

4-I-3-Ab Exaggerate, distort, or simplify features to create an abstract 
portrait. 

➢ I can create an abstract portrait. 

4-I-1-Bb Using tempera paints, add color to white to create a tint. ➢ I can add white to a color to make a tint. 

4-II-1-A Identify and use outlines. ➢ I can identify and use outlines. 

4-II-1-B Identify and use organic (free-form) shapes. ➢ I can identify and use free-form shapes. 

4-II-1-Ca Identify and demonstrate relief sculpture. ➢ I can identify and make a relief sculpture. 

4-II-1-Cb Identify and use organic form. ➢ I can create free-forms. 

4-II-1-E Identify and use tints and shades. ➢ I can show tint while creating a work of art. 
➢ I can show shade while creating a work of art. 

4-II-1-F Identify and demonstrate a value scale. ➢ I can make a value scale. 

4-III-1-A Discuss and develop answers to questions about art, such as: 

• What is art? 

• What is beauty? 

➢ I can ask questions about artwork. 

4-III-2-A Describe the use of the following in artworks:  Outlines, 
organic shapes, organic forms, tints and shades, values, 
positive and negative space, radial balance, center of 
interest/focal point, contrast/variety of values, complex 
patterns, facial proportions. 

➢ I can use outlines in art. 
➢ I can use organic shapes. 
➢ I can use organic form. 
➢ I can use tint and shade. 
➢ I can use positive and negative space. 

4-IV-1-A Explain how a play or skit could be inspired by a work of art. ➢ I can relate art to a play or skit. 

4-IV-2-A Explain how George Caleb Bingham and Thomas Hart Benton 
reflected life in Missouri. 

➢ I can discuss Missouri art. 

4-V-1-Ba Compare and contrast two artworks on subject matter. ➢ I can compare and contrast art based on a subject. 

 

  



4-V-1-Bd Compare and contrast two artworks on theme. ➢ I can compare and contrast art based on theme. 

 


